Writer's Workshop

1. Plan your story or article. Quick Check for Traits.

   ____________________________________________________
   Your Signature

2. Teacher checks your plan. ____________________________________________________
   Teacher’s Signature

3. Write your story or article. ____________________________________________________
   Your Signature

4. Read your story to three friends. They give you compliments and suggestions. Fix your story.

   ________________________    ________________________    ________________________
   Friend’s Signature  Friend’s Signature  Friend’s Signature

5. Proofread your story or article. Use Rainbow Editing. Check for:
   ___ title          ___ periods
   ___ indenting     ___ spelling
   ___ capitals      ___ sense
   ____________________________________________________
   Your Signature

6. Have a friend edit your story or article. Check for:
   ___ title          ___ periods
   ___ indenting     ___ spelling
   ___ capitals      ___ sense
   ____________________________________________________
   Your Signature

7. Put your folder in the edit basket.

8. The teacher or a parent will edit your story or article.

   ____________________________
   Teacher/Parent’s Signature